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<tr>
<th></th>
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<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
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<td>2%</td>
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<td>4.1%</td>
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<tr>
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<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fed Funds Interest Rate</td>
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</tr>
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Stronger Economic Growth in 2018, around 2.4%

Source: Department of Commerce.
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What could cause faster economic growth?

1. Infrastructure and military spending
2. Lower personal taxes => rising consumer spending
3. Lower corporate taxes => rising business investment
4. Rising “animal spirits” => rising consumer and business spending

Source: Department of Commerce.
Labor Market Beyond Full Employment

CU Delinquency Rate Versus Unemployment Rate

Unemployment (Left Axis)

4.7% Full Employment Target (Left Axis)

Recession

Area 1
Wisconsin Unemployment Rate at 3.5%, down from 4.2% Last Year
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6. Rising term premia in Treasuries as global central bank QE comes to an end.
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8. Bitcoin crash, confidence impact on retail investors.
10. Continued rise in US inequality => more dissatisfied voters => more populism coming.
11. Special prosecutor Robert Mueller’s Russia investigation.
12. Rising commodity prices.
13. Housing bubble burst in China => China equity market correction => slower Chinese economic growth.
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Federal Government Surplus/Deficit
(Billions of Dollars)

Source: Congressional Budget Office.
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Vehicle Sales over 17 million in 2018

**U.S. Vehicles Sales**

**Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rate**
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Source: Autodata Corp.
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Existing Home Sales (annual rate) & Inventories

- Sales (Left Axis)
- Recession
- Inventories (Right Axis)
- Healthy Housing Market
- Home Sales Forecast (Left Axis)
High Stock Prices Producing “Wealth Effect” among High-Income Households
Home Prices will Rise 6% in 2018
Stability leads to instability. The more stable things become and the longer things are stable, the more unstable they will be when the crisis hits.

— Hyman Minsky —
High Stock Prices Producing “Wealth Effect” among High-Income Households

Home Prices will Rise 6% in 2018
Wisconsin Home Prices will Rise 6% in 2018

- U.S. home prices rose 6.6% over the last year.
- Wisconsin’s home prices rose 6.2% over the last year.
- Minnesota’s home prices rose 7.2% over the last year.
National Savings Rate is Falling

National Savings Rate
[3-month moving average (Personal Savings/DPI)]
Confidence at 17 year Highs
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Consumer Confidence & Sentiment Index

December 2000

Recession  Confidence  Sentiment
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Optimism:
1. sustained low gas prices
2. low interest rates
3. low retail inflation
4. rising stock and home prices
5. labor market at full employment & rising job openings
6. low debt burdens
7. improving credit availability
8. possible tax cuts.
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Pessimism:

1. worries over pace of job growth
2. political uncertainty, dysfunction and gridlock
3. slow wage growth
4. fears of financial market bubbles (i.e. non investment grade corporate bond market)
The Dollar is Falling and Oil Prices are Rising

U.S. Dollar Exchange Rate
Major Currency Index
Nominal & Real (1973 = 100)
The Dollar is Falling and Oil Prices are Rising

Oil Price per Barrel
(West Texas Intermediate Crude)
Wisconsin Economic Growth

WI Economic Growth vs WI CU Growth Rate Gap
(Loan Growth less Deposit Growth)

Source: Department of Commerce.
Questions?
The End